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About This Game

Set several years after the end of Risen, raging titans have devastated the world and pushed humanity to the brink of existence.
Subsequently, monstrous creatures have risen from the watery depths of the sea and their attacks have brought all seafaring to a
grinding halt. The hero, now a member of the Inquisition, is sent out to find out how to stop the chaos caused by these creatures

from the deep. His quest begins with rumors that the pirates who frequent the southern islands are the only ones who know a
way to get rid of the creatures once and for all and end their reign of terror.

With an all-new pirate-based theme, Risen 2: Dark Waters aims to combine the most loved classic RPG gameplay mechanics of
the original Risen with a fresh theme and setting on a huge variety of themed island locales. A third-person role-playing game

set in a dark and gritty universe, Risen 2: Dark Waters maintains the most immersive features of the original Risen, with
multiple approaches to every challenge allowing players to shape the game world based on their own decisions. These choices
will serve to unlock new paths, features and additional skills for the character. Together with a highly interactive environment
and a full day/night-cycle affecting countless aspects of the game world, Risen 2 will be set in the most immersive RPG game

world so far.
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Title: Risen 2: Dark Waters
Genre: RPG
Developer:
Piranha Bytes
Publisher:
Deep Silver
Release Date: 26 Apr, 2012

 a09c17d780 

Minimum:

OS: Windows XP (with Servicepack 2)

Processor: Dual Core with 2.1 GHz

Memory: 2 GB System RAM

Hard Disk Space: 5.5 GB

Video Card: 512 MB Radeon 3870 / GeForce 8800 GTX

DirectX®: 9.1c

Sound: DirectX compatible soundcard

Additional: Keyboard/mouse or gamepad required Internet Connection required for online activation

English,French,German,Italian,Russian,Czech,Polish
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Pretty interesting interpretation of medieval time. Although CK2 is better in every part, worth playing if on sale.. The base
version is complete crap for the price. WAYYY TOO EXPENSIVE for such a basic game. 10\/10 WOULD NOT
RECOMMEND. Kindof enjoyable diversion but won't come close to joining Duck Game, Towerfall, or Samurai Gunn in my
go-to local multiplayer classics library. The time travel mechanic is cool but lacks strategic depth.

Worth a try but not a buy at the moment. Haven't tried single player and don't plan to.. This is by no means a bad game, but it is
in some areas lacking. If you are looking for nothing more than a good looking and technically competent point and click
andvenure game, this may be the game for you, but if you are looking for a game with any kind of narrative at all, stear clear,
you will find none of that here. Octave features a fistfull of light puzzles and good looking, although occasionally silly art, but
really doesn't have any story to speak of, and has occasional pacing issues and an unsattisfying conclusion.

An Example of gameplay:
https:\/\/www.youtube.com\/watch?v=LVns9wKBRX0. Complete crap. You can get better kicks much better ways and save
your left clicking....avoid please as its a text narrative game, nothing more.. Do not buy! Made me sick in VR, the stereoscopic
cutscenes change the interocular perspectiuve back and forth it was awful. They did one of the worst jobs I've seen in VR. Great
game!

However I would like to see:

The ability to duplicate your maps (If you wanted to make an FFA out of part of your Campaign).

Custom enemies (You can edit their health and movement speed).

The ability to create custom gamemodes.. Trino pits you as a flying sperm where you create triangles to capture enemies, eat
their goo, and ultimately connect the dots around the border to complete each level. The game gets progressively harder via
tougher enemies and oddly shaped levels. It's controller enabled which is a plus, but the game gets stale quickly leaving you
looking for something else to play.. It's Just Like Gladbeck. Your connection has timed out. Please Retry.
Your connection has timed out. Please Retry.
Your connection has timed out. Please Retry.
Your connection has timed out. Please Retry.

Be prepared for these error messages along with many other error messages!

Game is good but crippled by the fact that the game requires constant access to servers! and the only way out is to close the
application using Task Manager. You may have won an epic battle that has taken 30 minutes, but if your connection times out at
the end of a battle it just doesn't matter and the victory will be for nought.

505 or Infinity Plus 2 sort your servers or you will lose players!
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As far as puzzle games go (which I love) this one isn't that great. Most of the "puzzles" aren't challenging\/interesting, but
require a lot of tedious trial and error. Not my thing.. it doen't make any sense at first but I go the hands of it.. I debated for a bit
whether or not to recommend the game. I decided to recommend it, but I thought I would leave some information so that others
considering purchasing will understand what they are buying.

1) This game is a text-based "Choose Your Own Adventure" game. There is art (and I like the art) and music (and I like the
music), but ultimately, it's about the choices you make.

2) The game is very short. It is completed in 6 turns. However, there are a variety of options to choose from. There are different
endings, so choose wisely.

3) If you are looking for a more typical "rpg" experience, this is not for you. If you are looking for something fun, rather light,
and enjoyable with friends, this is a good game to pick.

4) I recommend purchasing the game on sale. It is just a little too pricey at it's original price in my opinion, but nabbing it on
sale is generally a good idea. I got it at a slight discount.

5) The game is turn-by-turn and is certainly not going to eat any significant amount of your time. If you just need something sort
of light to play for ten minutes, this is a good game to pick up. If you are looking for a somewhat more serious game purchase,
perhaps you should not buy this. I do not have a lot of time logged in at all, but I have already beat the game a few times.

6) The game, even though it is short, does have some replay value.

7) Ahem. Demon baby. That was unexpected. Especially when it stopped being a baby...

Ultimately, I recommend it. Just remember that this is not a typical gaming experience, and gamers who prefer more standard
grinding/number crunching/tactics-style games might want to give this a pass. If you're the type of person to be fascinated by
choices and options, to see how your choices affect others and endings, then you might like this.. Almost every song sounds like
a difficult DDR battle is about to occur. These aren't chiptunes- too many channels are used, the sound is too clean, and it feels
more like techno. If you're looking for 8-bit sounds, this is NOT for you. The sound effect collection, however, would work for
a 16-bit game (even though the music wouldn't).. Secrets Can Kill (Remastered) is the 1st of 32 (as of May 2015) installments
within the Nancy Drew point and click adventure game series. It is important to note that this version (the version available on
Steam) is a remade and revised version of the original game that was released in December 1998. The game was updated with
refined graphics, puzzles, and user interface changes and was released in 2010 to match many of the more modern Nancy Drew
adventures available at that time. Within this game you assume the role of amaranthine sleuth Nancy Drew and investigate the
recent murder of high school student Jake Rogers at Paseo Del Mar High School. Eloise, who is a faculty member of the high
school and is Nancy Drew’s aunt, is beside herself and called upon Nancy Drew to stay at her house while the local authorities
have Nancy investigate the troubling events transpiring at Paseo Del Mar. It’s up to Nancy to go undercover as a new student
while questioning others to find out why someone would want to murder Jake Rogers.

Nancy Drew adventure games are not your typical triple “A” open world RPG or FPS. As the genre mentions it is a “point and
click adventure game” where one searches for clues, solves puzzles, questions suspects, and unravels a larger mystery through
deductive reasoning. The game is not designed to be an engrossing universe or narrative. Rather, for me, is designed as a light-
hearted story for anyone of all ages. It serves as a nice break from larger games and is easy to simply kick back to, relax, and
enjoy. The plot-line of these games typically takes about 7-12 hours to unravel depending on your sleuthing skills.

This game in particular has a more realistic atmosphere that is a bit more intense compared to other Nancy Drew titles. You
need to quickly comb the entire high school finding hidden messages and snooping into others’ lives before a murderer catches
on to your cover and ends your investigative career for good. The dialogue, story, and game mechanics are well done and have
enabled this original classic of the Nancy Drew series to age well. For those wondering if they should buy the original 1998
game versus this 2010 remake: I personally enjoyed the “antique” feel of the original classic made in 1998 and did not like all of
the story changes that they made in this 2010 revision. However, if you don’t feel like constantly swapping out 2 discs (the joys
of older games!) the 2010 version is still an enjoyable and an above average Nancy Drew title. If this is your first time looking
at the Nancy Drew game series, I tend to recommend some of the more classic titles, which are in my opinion, of higher quality
and contain some of the best narratives in the series (keep in mind though that the graphics and game engines of these games
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may be a bit more dated, being from the earlier 2000s). To understand if you might like these games I recommend checking out
some of the more iconic titles: The Curse of Blackmoor Manor, Danger on Deception Island, Ghost Dogs of Moon Lake, or
Treasure in the Royal Tower (the latter of which is not available on Steam). During the summer or holiday sales many of the
Nancy Drew games are easily $2-$5 on Steam so just wait until then and you can check out these games as a nice cheap break
from the usual FPS or RPG. Happy sleuthing!
. To start off...DLC is 7.99\u20ac

You get 7 amazingly detailed cars

1962 250 GTO
1967 330 P4
1967 312\/67
1984 GTO
2004 F2004
2017 812 Superfast
2017 SF70H

1.15\u20ac per car no racing game will offer you that but all that pricing on side

All cars have AMAZING SOUND..
Feel when driving each car is different...as it should be

Now this DLC pack got me most excited about SF70H (F1 2017)
Amazingly detailed F1 and even more is exciting to drive it
This DLC is really worth it. If you like old school cars or modern cars fast as hell...deffienttly Big +
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